
1266   Interlinear Index Study

1266  MAT 027 035 And they crucified <4717 -stauroo -> him ,  
and parted <1266 -diamerizo -> his garments <2440 -himation -> ,
 casting <0906 -ballo -> lots <2819 -kleros -> :  that it might
be fulfilled <4137 -pleroo -> which <3588 -ho -> was spoken
<4483 -rheo -> by the prophet <4396 -prophetes -> ,  They parted
<{1266} -diamerizo -> my garments <2440 -himation -> among them ,
  and upon my vesture <2441 -himatismos -> did they cast <0906 -
ballo -> lots <2819 -kleros -> .

1266  MAT 027 035 And they crucified <4717 -stauroo -> him ,  
and parted <{1266} -diamerizo -> his garments <2440 -himation ->
,  casting <0906 -ballo -> lots <2819 -kleros -> :  that it
might be fulfilled <4137 -pleroo -> which <3588 -ho -> was
spoken <4483 -rheo -> by the prophet <4396 -prophetes -> ,  They
parted <1266 -diamerizo -> my garments <2440 -himation -> among
them ,  and upon my vesture <2441 -himatismos -> did they cast
<0906 -ballo -> lots <2819 -kleros -> .

1266  MAR 015 024 And when they had crucified <4717 -stauroo ->
him ,  they parted <{1266} -diamerizo -> his garments <2440 -
himation -> ,  casting <0906 -ballo -> lots <2819 -kleros ->
upon them ,  what <5101 -tis -> every <5100 -tis -> man should
take <0142 -airo -> .

1266  LUK 011 017 But he ,  knowing  1492 -eido -  their
thoughts  1270 -dianoema -  ,  said 2036 -epo -  unto them ,  
Every  3956 -pas -  kingdom  LUK 0932 -basileia - divided  
{1266} -diamerizo -  against  1909 -epi -  itself  1438 -heautou
- is brought  2049 -eremoo -  to desolation  2049 -eremoo -  ;  
and a house 3624 -oikos -   [ divided ]  against  1909 -epi -  a
house  3624 -oikos - falleth  4098 -pipto -  .

1266  LUK 011 018 If  1499 -ei kai -  Satan  4567 -Satanas -  
also  2532 -kai -  be divided  {1266} -diamerizo -  against  
1909 -epi -  himself  1438 -heautou -  ,  how  4459 -pos -  
shall his kingdom  LUK 0932 -basileia -  stand 2476 -histemi -  
?  because  3754 -hoti -  ye say  3004 -lego -  that I cast 1544
-ekballo -  out devils  1140 -daimonion -  through  1722 -en -
Beelzebub  LUK 0954 -Beelzeboul -  .

1266  LUK 012 052 For from henceforth  3568 -nun -  there shall
be five  4002 -pente - in one  1520 -heis -  house  3624 -oikos -
  divided  {1266} -diamerizo -  ,  three  5140 -treis -  against
 1909 -epi -  two  1417 -duo -  ,  and two 1417 -duo -  against  
1909 -epi -  three  5140 -treis -  .

1266  LUK 012 053 The father  3962 -pater -  shall be divided  
{1266} -diamerizo - against  1909 -epi -  the son  5207 -huios -
 ,  and the son  5207 -huios - against  1909 -epi -  the father  
3962 -pater -  ;  the mother  3384 -meter - against  1909 -epi -
 the daughter  2364 -thugater -  ,  and the daughter 2364 -
thugater -  against  1909 -epi -  the mother  3384 -meter -  ;  
the mother  3994 -penthera -  in law  3994 -penthera -  against  
1909 -epi - her daughter  3565 -numphe -  in law  3565 -numphe -
 ,  and the daughter 3565 -numphe -  in law  3565 -numphe -  
against  1909 -epi -  her mother 3994 -penthera -  in law  3994 -
penthera -  .

1266  LUK 022 017 And he took  1209 -dechomai -  the cup  4221 -
poterion -  ,  and gave thanks  2168 -eucharisteo -  ,  and said
 2036 -epo -  ,  Take  2983 -lambano - this  5124 -touto -  ,  
and divide  {1266} -diamerizo -   [ it ]  among yourselves 1438 -
heautou -  :

1266  LUK 023 034 Then  1161 -de -  said  3004 -lego -  Jesus  
2424 -Iesous -  ,  Father 3962 -pater -  ,  forgive  LUK 0863 -
aphiemi -  them ;  for they know 1492 -eido -  not what  5101 -
tis -  they do  4160 -poieo -  .  And they parted  {1266} -
diamerizo -  his raiment  2440 -himation -  ,  and cast 0906 -
ballo -  lots  2819 -kleros -  .

1266  JOH 019 024 They said <2036 -epo -> therefore <3767 -oun -
> among <4314 -pros -> themselves <0240 -allelon -> ,  Let us
not rend <4977 -schizo -> it ,  but cast <2975 -lagchano -> lots
<2975 -lagchano -> for it ,  whose <5101 -tis -> it shall be :  
that the scripture <1124 -graphe -> might be fulfilled <4137 -
pleroo -> ,  which <3588 -ho -> saith <3004 -lego -> ,  They
parted <{1266} -diamerizo -> my raiment <2440 -himation -> among
them ,  and for my vesture <2441 -himatismos -> they did cast
<0906 -ballo -> lots <2975 -lagchano -> .  These <5023 -tauta ->
things therefore <3767 -oun -> the soldiers <4757 -stratiotes ->
did <4160 -poieo -> .

1266  ACT 002 003 And there appeared <3700 -optanomai -> unto
them cloven <{1266} -diamerizo -> tongues <1100 -glossa -> like
<5616 -hosei -> as of fire <4442 -pur -> ,  and it sat <2523 -
kathizo -> upon each <1538 -hekastos -> of them .

1266  ACT 002 045 And sold <4097 -piprasko -> their possessions
<2933 -ktema -> and goods <5223 -huparxis -> ,  and parted
<{1266} -diamerizo -> them to all <3956 -pas ->  [ men ]  ,  as
every <5100 -tis -> man had <2192 -echo -> need <5532 -chreia ->
.
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